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-TheOEA belong the engineers.
   
-A contribuition from all is very important and its value is the  outcome of eacha
associate that add to our
organization.
       
-Ourduty is to improve, progress with security, spirit of union and determination
in defending the interests of the category and the Society.
      
-Participating is essencial, not only fulfilling the program but also in developing
activities,
to have a deep knowlegde of aou organization.
        
-There is no growth without continuity.
      
-Life is a transition story. Its is need to complet a phase to start another one.
Always acting energetically on pursuing the organization’s purposes.

Introduction



Vision
Be a refecence intuition. Credible, innovative 
 and known for excelente management, all the
work done so far and for promoting total quality in engineering and societys
well-being.

Values     
Ethics and deontology;
·        Profissionalism;
·        Competence;
·        Patriotism;
·        Quality management;
·        Socialresponsability;
·        Team spirit – critic and innovative;
·        Valuingthe intitution.

Mission 
Promote and defend the professonal
interests of all engeneers and the country. Developing actions to improve the valuing
and prestigie o f the career – and to improve Angola.

Vision, Values, Mission



Estrategy
·        Mobilize humam and material resources, valuing and using them in a efficient and
racional way.
·        Promote scientific, economic and cultural initiatives through investigation and
development estudies/projects, conferences, colloquies etc.
·        Efficient, transparente and responsable management.
·        Improve relation and cooperation with universities, institutes, companys and another
natioal and international associations.
·        Mobilization, capture a fullfielment of activities and partnerships to get external
financing and support.
·        Organize training, update and support to members. 
·        Organize internship, scholarship and other subsidies to educationla, cultural means.
·        Organize and do technical and services specialized United to public and private
organizations. 
·        Facilitate transfers and using of tecnology to membersand the Society. Valuing the
technological insvestigation and development.

Estrategy



Charpter II, article second

Is the essential objetive of the order to represent, defend and promote the
university level engeneering prefessionals – of all especialities. Collaborate
and participate in the technical estudies connected to engineers intervention.
Contribute with actions to value e honor the career and the progress of the
country.

Article third

The order of engineers should seek:

·        Defend ethics, deontology and professional qualification of engineers.
·       
 Promote and defend the engineers interests in the professional, cultural and social
fields.

Being na Enginner member of Order of Engineers
Objectives of the order



·        Assume the defense and values of engeneering in Angola.
·        Promote de the knowlegde of social values in engeneering career and the capacity
of engeneerings to intervent in Society.
·        Protect the engeneering title and career promoting  judicial procediment against
ilegal using of it.
·        Promote development of engeneering and its education.
·        Contribute to the engeneers carrer estructure.
·        Value the professional qualification by participating actively in postgraduate
education.
·        Issue professional certificates.
·        Energize cooperation and solidarity between the associates.
·        Collaborate in a technical and scientific way when request by public entities.
·        Develop partnership to related associantion, national and foreign.

Objectives of the order



·   Charpter lll -members – article fourth
 
Beeing na engeneer implies that your subscription as member of the Order.
 
Is called engineer the holder of Engineering graduation indentified by the order that
apply the science and techniques to diferente careers of engeneering as investigation,
conception, studies, projects, production, contruction, supervision, quality control,
coordenation and management of those activities and more.

Being na engeneering

Being a member of OEA
·Effective members

Article sixth
 
Acceptance of effective memebers apply only for those who has nacional university
certificate. Certificates from foreign universities apply equally to angolans engineers. It’s
up to the directive council, as to Administration and Quality Counsil, to define courses
and academic degree in the schools, national and foreign, whose certificate allow acess
to the Order.



Engineering career has identity and autonomy to practice engineering in the seven
specialties: Agronomy and forest, civil, eletrotechnical, geographic, mecanic, mines and
petroleum and chemical Engineering is a vast area of knowledge having series of own
acts as its subséries.
 

The OEA demand to contribute to maintain engineering practice with maximum quality
in Angola by spreading the acts the members are able.

Specialty college



The agronomy engineering projects, investigate, follow, minister techniques, equipment
and machines required to the development of agriculture and forestry. It is responsible
for introduction of new Technologies, innovative solutions to improve and protect
production and develop an agriculture and forestry susteinable to secure a better future
to the planet and the men. 
 
Forestry engineering aim the production of forest and forest crops by the management
of forestry áreas. Knowing the humanity depends on the living environment this career
acquire importance to another careers. In governamental agencies works to maintain
the protected areas and supervise the use of areas assigned to private initiative.In the
certificate agencies creat means so consumers can know how forestry companies
bahave with the enviroment.

Specialty College of Agronomy and forests.



Civil engineering make presence in all human constructions and intends to guarantee
the balance between edify envirolment and natural enviroment, as well as revitalization
and sustaitanability. Including, design, Project, built, rehabilitation and maintance of
building, circulation routes, infraestructure and hydraulic works.
 
Civil engineering is strongly linked to exact sciences.
 
A good engineer professional must have other atributes as communication skills, a
ratioal facts analysis and follow a code of ethics because the engineers works
significantly influence all segmento f Society.

Specialty College of Civil engineering



Eletrotechnical engineering studies the production, processing, transport, distribuition
and storage of eletricity as well as eletronic devices, including generators, eletric motors
and transformers.
 
Information Technology engineering work with technologies and information systems.
Althought it has a vast fiedl of activities, in this especialty is posible to identify :
iformation system analysis, data modeling, software enginering, industrial computing,
emultimedia engineering, Project Direction, information systems management,
computer networks managemente, digital security, data base management, artificial
intelligence and softwares and information systems ergonomics.

Specialty College of Eletrotchnical and Information
Technology engineering



Geographic engineering is reponsable for aquisition, representation and georreferenced
information management and infrastructures. It is parto f geographic engineering the
topography, hydrografy, photogrammetry, cartography, geodesy, geographic
information systems (SIG), register and infrastructures.
 
When call upon the inforamtion technologies this specialty gives  an essential
ontribution to many activities as contruction, territory planning and ordering, projecting,
infrastructures monitoring and management among others.
 
Geographic engineers are able to project, execute, technically direct and inspect 
 projects.

Specialty College of Geographic Engineering



Mechanical engineering apply the basic principals of physics (theoretical, practical and
experimental) and materials Science to concept, fabricate, implemente and mechanical
and thermal maintenance. All the industrial processes, mechanical constructions and
fluids and heat are parto f Mechanical engineering.
 
Mechanical engineers are able to run functions in various labor markets as project
gabinets, transformation industries, energy producer and climatisation comapnies,
maintenence, consulting, commercial technical activities, reserch laboratory and
participating on many technical commissions.

Specialty College of Mechanical  Engineering



Mines and Petroleum Engineering is parto of technical Solutions for great engineering
constructions, in the characterization of lands and assessment of behavior related to
interaction of many constructions of infrstructure and the foundation, both soil and
rock. 

Prospect, serch, reconizes, extracts, treats and trades the ore. Develop activities in
multidisciplinary areas, excavations and tunnels stabilization projects, landfill
compaction, foundation treatments, construction instrumentation, flow percolation in
soils and rocks, stabilization and containment of land among others.

Specialty College of Mines and Petroleum
Engineering



Chemical engineering is about transforming raw material into value-added products that
contribute to improve the quality of life mixing chemistry, biology, physics, computing
and math.
 
In the areas of operation of chemical engineering you can find the industries of food,
pharmacy, paper and celulose, paints and varnishes, petrochemical, biotechnology,
polymers, cosmetics, construction materials, textiles and cleaning products.

Specialty College Chemical Engineering



Professional engineers duties:
 
·        Take an interest in the public good, as a contribution with you knowledge, capacity
and experience to better serv humanity.
·        Consider the career as a honor and don’t practice acts that compromisse your
dignity and don’t let other do it so.
·        Do not commit or contribute to Injustice against colleagues.
·        Do not perform any act that, directly or indirectly, could harm the legitimate
interests of other professionals.
·        Do not request or submit proposals containing conditions that constitute unfair
competition from prices for professional services.
·        Act with the best technique and the highest public spirit, and, as a consultant,
limit your opinions on specific matters that have been the subject of the
Consultation.
·        Carry out professional work with loyalty, dedication and honesty towards its
customers and superiors hierarchical, and in a spirit of fairness and equity
with contractors.
·        Always keep in mind the well-being and functional progress of its employees and
subordinates, treating them with righteousness, justice and humanity.
·        To keep abreast of the legislation that governs the professional practice of
Engineering,
to comply with it correctly and collaborate for its update and improvement.

Code of ethics and deontology
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